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as desmond and ezio return to rome after having killed octavian, the borgia pope, they discover that he is not dead, and has been transported to the animus.
after having ezio rescue his body, desmond is placed in the animus and relives his memories as ezio. he finds out that he has been drugged, and is taken to
abstergo industries to be mind-washed. when he wakes up, he finds out that the assassins have been betrayed by the templars and had the apple of eden
stolen by abstergo. the apple has been taken to the vatican, where the templars are planning to use it to resurrect the biological figurehead of the assassin

order, jesus. the game allows the player to control ezio through a third person view of the maps. the games take place in 12 different locations, including the
following locations: rome, forl, san gimignano, venice, assassins creed 2's pisa, the tuscan city of florence, the papal state of the vatican, and the city of

constantinople. gameplay largely revolves around the player controlling ezio, a son of the italian nobleman francesco auditore, as he fights to restore the
family's honor. the player can perform a variety of actions during the course of the game, including killing or defeating guards and members of opposing
factions, climbing to rooftops to assassinate or rescue targets, stealthily killing guards, exploring areas, and entering and exiting buildings. the player can
also perform a variety of actions in the course of the game to keep his notoriety level low. as the game progresses, ezio will acquire the services of four

assassins to aid him in his quest, the first of which is girolamo, who is portrayed as a brother to ezio. the second is luca belli, who will aid ezio throughout the
game. luca is a former assassin of the roman assassin sect and a good friend of ezio. the third is paolo monterosso, who is also a former roman assassin.
monterosso's loyalty to ezio is questionable, as he is very loyal to the templar faction, which seeks to destroy the assassins. the last is his half-brother,

giovanni. ezio is the only one to know giovanni's true identity and sworn enemy, the lord seeker of the emperor altair iv, the true reason behind the lord
seeker's orders.
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a brother to ezio. the second is luca belli, who will

aid ezio throughout the game. luca is a former
assassin of the roman assassin sect and a good
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